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Encyclopedia of Virtual Communities and TechnologiesIdea Group Publishing, 2005
Advances in computer and telecommunications technologies during the past several decades, have facilitated the creation of virtual communities and organizations throughout the world. As the growth in virtual communities accelerates, researchers are facing new challenges to learn about the latest of research and practices in this fast growing filed....
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Application Design for Wearable Computing (Synthesis Lectures on Mobile and Pervasive Computing)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2008
Mobile access is the gating technology required to make information available at any place and at any time. Its application domains range from inspection, maintenance, manufacturing, and navigation to on-the-move collaboration, position sensing, and real-time speech recognition and language translation. In the course of developing wearable systems...
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The School of Doubt (Brill Studies in Skepticism)Brill Academic Publishers, 2019

	The School of Doubt conducts a parallel philological and philosophical examination

	of Cicero’s Academica, a work on Hellenistic epistemology written in

	the first half of 45 bce. The treatise has a unique history, insofar as fragments

	of two different versions are extant: the second of a two-volume first edition,

	a dialogue...
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The End of Poverty: Economic Possibilities for Our TimePenguin Press, 2005
He has been cited by The New York Times Magazine as "probably the most important economist in the world" and by Time as "the world's best-known economist." He has advised an extraordinary range of world leaders and international institutions on the full range of issues related to creating economic success and reducing...
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Kinematic Self-Replicating MachinesLandes Bioscience, 2004
The principal goal of molecular nanotechnology (MNT) is to develop a manufacturing technology able to inexpensively manufacture most arrangements of atoms that are consistent with physical law. In terms of its precision, flexibility, and low cost, this will be the ultimate manufacturing technology in human history. Two central mechanisms have been...
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Advances in Fuzzy Object-Oriented Databases: Modeling and ApplicationsIdea Group Publishing, 2004

	Collecting the latest research results from the leading researchers in the field of fuzzy object-oriented databases, Advances in Fuzzy Object-Oriented Databases: Modeling and Applications provide a single source for current research and practical applications in fuzzy object-oriented databases. This book includes major aspects of fuzzy...
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Encyclopedia of Communities of Practice in Information and Knowledge ManagementIdea Group Publishing, 2006
"This encyclopedia has a breadth and depth that makes it a valuable reference work for anyone." --Prof. Miles Nicholls, RMIT University, Australia 

       The Encyclopedia of Communities of Practice in Information and Knowledge Management is the leading reference source for dynamic and innovative research in the field of...
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Software Defined Radio: The Software Communications Architecture (Wiley Series in Software Radio)John Wiley & Sons, 2007
The Software Communications Architecture (SCA) establishes an implementation-independent framework for the development of Joint Tactical Radio System software configurable radios. It specifies the Operating Environment, services and interfaces that applications use.   

   

   Software Defined Radio: The Software...
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Kernel Methods for Pattern AnalysisCambridge University Press, 2004
'Kernel methods form an important aspect of modern pattern analysis, and this book gives a lively and timely account of such methods. ... if you want to get a good idea of the current research in this field, this book cannot be ignored.' SIAM Review  '... the book provides an excellent overview of this growing field. I highly recommend it to those...
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Mechanical Behavior of MaterialsCambridge University Press, 2008


	Everything that surrounds us is matter. The origin of the word matter

	is mater (Latin) or matri (Sanskrit), for mother. In this sense, human

	beings anthropomorphized that which made them possible – that

	which gave them nourishment. Every scientific discipline concerns

	itself with matter. Of all matter surrounding us, a...
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The Thermodynamics of Phase and Reaction EquilibriaElsevier Limited, 2012

	This book provides a sound foundation for understanding abstract concepts of phase and reaction equilibria (e.g. partial molar Gibbs energy, fugacity, and activity), and shows how to apply these concepts to solve practical problems using numerous clear examples. It also presents numerical methods necessary for solving real-world problems as...
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Embedded and Real Time System Development: A Software Engineering Perspective: Concepts, Methods and Principles (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2013

	Nowadays embedded and real-time systems contain complex software. The complexity of embedded systems is increasing, and the amount and variety of software in the embedded products are growing. This creates a big challenge for embedded and real-time software development processes and there is a need to develop separate metrics and...
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